Main Crew goes trapping.
Helen Redd still meditates.
Miss Clever looks sad. Why.
Miss Stone dreams of Mexico.
Professor Gossom gets a hair cut.
Mr. Reagon goes calling for a change.
Professor Cain has his mustache shaven.
Cecil Herrod goes to town to spend the day.
Miss Reed continues to say "Nein, was ist?"
Thurman Wyley seen in chapel with sober face.
Berry Peterson again indulges in love's young dream.
Reign of Terror—Psychology examination next week.
Mr. Shelton smiles at a girl. Jo Hines decides to study.
"Buddie" Foreman says he has been unjustly accused.
Lenord Logan seen studying. Spectators fear the result.
Miss Upchurch is still waiting for a place on the football etam.
Miss Davis becomes very fond of giving examinations in expression.
Robert Kennan staid awake during an entire recitation this week.
Professor Pack late to chapel on the 22nd. A search warrant issued.
We are glad to have Mr. Banker visit our German class occasionally.
B. Murchison believes everything a young lady tells him. Sweet innocence.
Dr. Scott seen wandering aimlessly about the corridor, reasons unknown.
Professor Nelson found making goo-goo eyes at a girl in chemistry laboratory.
Professor Hackler was seen to blush in chapel this morning. No apparent reason.
Miss Powell's chief amusement now is talking aloud in chapel during study hours.
Ross Williams changes his occupation from hunting to Starr gazing—wonder why?
Mr. Evans has not exercised his vocal cords in chapel for almost a week. Reasons unknown.
Professor Ford sticks out his chest and looks serious. Terror reigns among his classes.
Sam Johnston distinguished himself by falling gracefully down in the corridor Thursday.
Felix Ross laughed himself sick and was not able to meet his classes at the end of last week.
Bob Duncan wants to "swap" his collection of girls photos with Miss — for "just one picture of her."
A duel fought by one of our most popular young men over one of our most charming girls. Point of sword broken on his face.